
Friction is a force that acts between two objects when 
they rub against each other. Let's see how it works. 

What to do

Pull a small block of wood using a spring balance on a rough 
surface and a smooth surface. Note what you observe 
below. 

1. Copy and complete the table below.

Name of the 
surface

Rough/Sm
ooth

Reading of the spring 
balance

2. On which surface was it difficult to move the wooden 
block?

3. Explain why do you think this is so? 
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4. How can you make it harder to pull the block on the 
smoother surface? 

Now attach something heavy on top of the wooden block. Pull the 
block on the same surfaces. Record your observation in the 
table below in column A. 

5. Is it easier to pull the weight now?
6. Copy and complete the table below.

Surface Reading of the spring Balance    
    A                           B

Rough

Smooth

Add some weight to the  block and pull it with the spring 
balance. Fill in column B of the table. 

7. Why do you think adding weight to the block changed 
friction between the block and the surfaces?

Go outside and push the tennis court roller on the flat ground. 
Ask your friend to observe you closely when you push the roller. 
Change roles and ask your friend to push the roller and you 
observe. 

8. Which one did you feel needed more force
a) Making the roller move in the beginning
b) Pushing the roller  while it is moving
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Discussion 

Friction  is a force that acts whenever two surfaces, such as 
the floor and the skateboard, slide past each other. Friction 
always opposes motion and slows things down. 

Rolling an object instead of sliding it 
produces less friction. While rolling, very 
less part of the  roller or wheel is in 
contact with the ground. On the other 
hand when you slide something there is 
more rubbing between the surfaces 
causing more friction. 

Draw a diagram to show that while rolling there is less 
friction than when you have to slide the block.
You may find that it takes more force to start the object 
moving than it does to keep it moving at a steady speed. This is 
because the friction force changes the friction that holds an 
object in place and stops it moving, is greater than the friction 
that slows moving objects down. 

In the  magic school bus video the students get stuck under the 
book because friction acts from the top and does not allow the 
bus to move.  When you added weight to your wooden block and 
pulled it, you noticed  that  force needed to move the block 
increases. So friction increases when surfaces press harder to 
each other. Similarly rub your hand while keeping them pressed 
really hard. You will see that its more difficult than rubbing 
your hands lightly. 
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A lot of wear and tear happens at the place where the surfaces 
touch each other. In a machine the  parts which touch each 
other wear down easily due to friction. To reduce friction we 
can put greasy or oily substance to make the surfaces more 
smoother. 

The other side of the coin – the  good friction
Since wheels reduce friction, hence when you are on skates you 
can go faster but it is difficult to balance. 

  

So if there were no friction if would be like walking on super 
slippery ice all the time and you would end up with a lot of 
broken bones! So although friction slows us down its not as 
bad as it seems.
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Gears are wheels with teeth around their edges. The teeth of 
one gear mesh together with the teeth of another gear, so that 
when one gear turns, its teeth push on the teeth of the other 
gear, so that it turns as well. In a gear system, the gear you 
apply force to is the input, or driving gear, while the gear that is 
turned by the input gear is the output, or driven gear. 
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How do gears make life easier? 

If you have an input gear turning an output gear of equal size, 
the gears will turn at the same force and speed, although in 
opposite directions. When  a series of gears are joined 
together, they can transfer motion energy across the  whole 
series. 

When a smaller input gear drives a larger output gear, the 
larger gear turns with more force, but less speed. This is force 
magnification, with the trade-off being 
that you must turn the smaller gear 
through a greater distance (i.e. a larger 
number of turns). A good example of 
this using the lower gears on a bike to go 
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up a hill. It is easier to pedal, though you have to turn the pedals 
many more times to go the same distance.

When a larger input gear drives a smaller output gear, the 
smaller gear completes its turns faster. This is movement 
magnification. If the large gear is used to turn the small gear, 
the small gear will turn twice for every turn of the large gear 
(although with less force). A manual eggbeater or hand drill is a 
good example of this kind of gear arrangement. When you turn 
the large gear, it causes smaller gears to spin quickly.  The 
higher gears on a bike also have this arrangement. 

Fact

Have you ever seen a penny farthing, an old fashioned bike with 
one giant front wheel (that is1.5 m in diameter) 
and one small wheel? The wheel is so large 
because the pedals are directly connected to 
it. Without any gearing system to magnify 
movement as you pedal, only a large wheel can 
generate enough movement to ride at a decent 
speed. If not for the power of gear ratios on modern bikes, we 
might still riding these bikes today!
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Everyday use of gears

While the word 'gears' tend to bring to mind a circular wheel 
with teeth, there are actually many different gears shapes out 
there! Standard gears that mesh together in the same plane are 
found in mechanical clocks and watches. Gears of different 
shapes and sizes can be used to not only change the speed of 
the output gear but can also be use to change the direction of 
motion of the output gear. 

  

With an arrow show the direction in which the other will 
move if the round gear moves clockwise for the above 
pictures. Draw the gears in your notebook.
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A gear is a wheel with little bumps, or 'teeth' cut into it. Lots of 
machines use gears. In this activity you will investigate how gears 
turn. 
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What to do

Attach your gears to the  base as shown below. Stretch the rubber 
bands over the skewers  to help keep the gears in place. Mark on each 
gear with a pencil where they are touching. This is the starting 
position. 
Slowly turn gear A one full clockwise. 
Observe closely what happens to gear B.

1. Does gear B turn in the same or 
the opposite direction to gear A?

2. Does it turn faster, slower, or at 
the same speed as gear A?

3. What happens to gear B if you turn gear A anticlockwise? 
4. For the above question draw the picture in your notebook and 

use arrows to show the direction in which gear A and B are 
moving. 

Move gears A and B back to their starting position. Add a small gear 
'C' so that it is touching gear B. Mark where B and C are touching. Put 
rubber bands to keep the gears in place. Turn gear A one full turn 
clockwise. Watch closely to see how gear B and gear C move.
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5. Does gear B move clockwise or anticlockwise?
6. Does gear C move clockwise or anticlockwise?
7. Has gear C completed one full turn? Or more than one turn?
8. How do you know? 
9. Is gear C turning faster, slower or at the same speed as gear A 

and B?
10. Draw the picture showing gear A turning clockwise and add 

arrows to show how gear B and gear C turn. Next to the 
arrows, write 'fast' or 'slow' to show how quickly they are 
turning. 

Remove gear A. Put gear B and C back to the starting position, and use 
gear C to make gear B do one full turn.

11. How much has the gear B turned to make gear C do one full 
turn?

12. Does gear C turn faster, slower or at the same speed as gear 
B?

Look at the drill you see in wood-craft and identify the gears in it. 

13. What do you think are the different gears in it used for? Try 
to show it using a labelled diagram.
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Discussion

When a small gear is used to turn a larger gear (like gear B turning 
gear C), a bigger force is produced on the larger gear. An example of 
this is riding your bike in low gear – it is easier to pedal (but you have 
to turn the pedal more times).
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Answer the following questions. 
1. What is gravity?
2. Where do you find it? 
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Gravity is a Force

Go to the library and look for a simple definition of gravity. Write it 
down here:

If you dropped a large stone and a small stone together from the top 
of a skyscraper, which of the two stones would reach the ground 
first?

What to do

1) Go to the first bridge and experiment with throwing stones of 
different sizes to the bottom of the bridge. Take two stones 
of different sizes and drop them at the same time. One of you 
from the bottom of the bridge, observe their fall from the 
your hands. What do you observe? Does it correspond to your 
answer to the previous question?

No, Matter where we are standing on Earth, gravity is always pulling 
us _________. 
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2) If gravity is always pulling us down why do you think birds are 
able to fly in the air or clouds are able to float? 

3) Take two magnets and  play around with them. Observe what 
happens when you do. Lift one magnet with the other.  If 
gravity is pulling one magnet down  why is it not falling to 
the ground?

One misconception that you might have is that Earth's gravity is due 
to its magnetic field. Earth's gravity and its magnetic field are totally 
different  phenomenon. 
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An inclined plane simply a flat surface that has one end higher 
than the other. Ramps, Wedges and Screws are different types 
of inclined planes. 
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How do inclined planes make our work easier? 

Ramps
A ramp is the simplest type of machine – as simple as a plank of 
wood placed between the ground and a higher level. (such as the 
back of a truck). Ramps are machines because they make the 
task of raising an object easier. It requires less effort to push 
or pull a load to the top of a ramp than to lift it up directly – as 
anyone who has lifted a baby in a pram up a step instead of using 
the ramp knows. Although a smaller effort is needed, the load 
must be moved over a longer distance. 

It is much easier to push an object up a ramp
 than lift it straight up. 

Wedges

A wedge is an object with two inclined planes set against each 
other in a 'V' shape: The blade of an axe, chisel, or knife, and 
your front teeth are all examples. Wedges reduce the effort 
needed to separate, or split objects – compare cutting an apple 
or potato with the sharp knife blade instead of a blunt edge. 
Wedges can change a vertical force into a horizontal one – you 
push down, and the wedge pushes sideways. 
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An axe blade, a pizza and the  prow of a ship are all examples of 
wedges. 

Screws

Screws are curved ramps that have been wrapped around a 
cylinder or cone – like a road winding around to the top of a 
mountain, instead of going straight up. Corkscrews, screw top 
jars, nuts and bolts are all examples of screws. A screw also 
magnifies an effort force, but again, the  effort must be applied 
over a larger distance. A good example is a car jack. You can lift 
a huge load with little effort, but must turn the screw many 
times around to lift the load a small way. The inclined plane that 
is wrapped around or cut into the screw is called the thread, the 
distance between two turns of the thread is called the pitch. 
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Loading ...

   ... Unloading
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What to do

Set up the ramp by resting the end of the board level with the seat of 
the chair. Tie the string around the book. You need to shift this load 
up to the top of the chair. 

Should you pull it straight up the ground, or pull it up the ramp? Will it 
make any difference at all? After all, the load itself does not change!

1) Make a guess. Which will be easier to do?

Pull the book vertically straight up to the seat of the chair 
and measure the force, by reading the marking on the 
spring balance. 
Now pull it slowly up the ramp, and measure the force/strength again. 

2) Do you think the above answer was correct?  Was it easier to 
pull it straight up the  ground or up the ramp?

P

Place the pencils under the book so the book rolls over them as you 
pull it up. What effect does this have on your force measurement? 
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Remember the discussion that the work done to pull the weight 
depends on the force AND the distance for which the weight was 
carried. On putting the ramp the amount of force you had to apply 
would have changed. Let's also see what happened to the distance for 
which you had to pull the weight. 

3) Note down your observations by copying this table in your 
notebook. 

Method used to pull 
the  weight

Amount of force 
(spring Balance)

Distance to be 
pulled

Pulling straight up

Pulling with the ramp

Pulling with rollers and 
ramp

4) Which was the easiest method to pull the weight up?
5) Which method involved pulling the weight for more distance?

Based on the  answer to above two questions fill this in your notebook: 
6) To do the same work of pulling a weight to the  height of the 

chair, as we _________ (increase/decrease) the  force by 
using a ramp, the weight had to be pulled for a ____________ 
(greater/lesser) distance. 

For the 
same work

as the Force decreases

the Distance increases

7) Were you surprised by any of the  results?
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Discussion

Even though it is not a very 'high-tech' of equipment, the plank has 
acted as a machine, because it has made the job easier to do (it has 
reduced the effort required) However, the distance up the  ramp is 
more than the vertical distance – the  'trade-off' for using less 
pulling force is that you have to pull further. Using rollers under the 
load reduces the friction between the load and the ramp and lowers 
the force needed even more. 

Building Pyramids

The great pyramid is composed of 2.5 million limestone blocks that 
weigh two to thirteen tons each. 

How did an ancient civilization move the huge blocks up to the 
heights necessary? Most Egyptologists agree that the  wheel was 
not yet discovered. The most popular theory is that flat-
bottomed, two rail sledges (basically oversized wooden snow 
sledges) were used to pull the  limestone blocks up clay ramps.
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What to do

Join the  two blocks of wood together using three rubber bands at 
each end. Try to  pull them apart with  your hands. 

1. Did you find it difficult? Can you think of a way of separating 
the wood pieces with  one hand?

Place the blocks on the table, and lets use a machine that will enable 
them to separate the blocks with just one hand – its a wedge! Place 
the thin end of the  wedge between the two blocks. 

Now push down with one hand, or just two fingers, and separate the 
blocks. 

2. Why do you think it was easier to separate the pieces with a 
wedge?

Try cutting the vegetable with the top, unsharpened side of the knife. 
Then turn the knife over and use the wedge-shaped blade. 

3. Which one was easier to do and required lesser force?
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Examine the triangular shape of the wedge, noting how it is wide at 
one end and thin at the other. In fact, any sharp object (nail, knife, 
axe) is a wedge. Note the similarities with the  shape of the wedges 
on the front page. You even have wedges in your body – your front 
teeth which help you bite into the food are in fact wedges!

Discussion
How is a Wedge related to Inclined plane?
Wedges are like two inclined planes put together in a “V” shape. 
Rather than have the  load pulled up them, they are pushed down into 
the  load. A small effort force downloads is magnified into a larger 
sideways force that separates the material. 

Cave man's tools: Note the wedges in tools of the early man shown 
here. 
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Wedge + Ramp = Screw!

The first picture shows the familiar winding roads you may have seen 
on hill stations. The second one has a mountain road put next to a 
screw. 

1. Why do you think the mountain roads have this round, winding 
path?

2. What do you think is the second picture trying to show? 

What to do (Make a screw on pencil)
Cut a triangular strip of paper and paint the border of the long edge 
with any colour. Now wrap this triangle around a pencil as shown. 

1. What  does the  pencil look like?
2. Write how you think a screw is made. Why is it easier to use 

than a nail?

Use a longer triangle (with the same height) and wind it on the 
pencil. It has many more turns, If you take a screw with same 
height but more turns – should it be easier to turn difficult? Try 
it out and confirm. 
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A lever is a rigid bar that turns, or pivots, around a fixed point called 
the fulcrum. The force being applied to the lever is called the effort. 
The object or resistance the effort is acting against is called the 
load. 

L is the load, F is the fulcrum and E is the effort . The arrows show 
the direction of each force. 
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Levers are grouped in three different classes, depending on how 
the effort, load and fulcrum are arranged. A lever is known as a 
1st, 2nd, or 3rd class lever depending on which part-the effort, the 
load or the fulcrum – is in the middle of the system. 

1. First class levers have the fulcrum between the load and 
the effort. The classic example of this is the see-saw. 
Other examples include: a crowbar, a bottle opener, a pair 
of scissors cutting ribbon, a hammer being used to remove 
a nail, and a spoon being used to take the  lid of a tin of 
coffee.

2. Second class levers have the load between the fulcrum 
and the effort. Examples include: a wheelbarrow (which 
also contains another simple machine, the wheel and axle),
nutcracker, a garlic press,  using a knife to cut a cake and 
pushing a hinged door open.
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2. Third class levers have the effort in between the 
fulcrum and the load. Examples include using: tongs to 
hold a steak, tweezers, a fishing rod, a baseball bat, a 
broom to sweep the floor and using your arm to bowl a 
cricket ball. 

To remember which part is in the middle for each lever class, 
try using the following rule -- “there's a FLE in the middle of my 
lever!” The first letter is F (for fulcrum in the middle), the 
second letter is L (for load in the middle) and the third letter is 
E (for effort in the middle). 

How do levers make life easier?
Each lever class works in particular way to either increase the 
effort force or the distance. 

● First class levers that have uneven load and effort arms 
can either magnify force or magnify distance, depending 
on which arm is longer! They can also be used to change 
the direction of a force. 
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● Second class levers can magnify force. The longer the 
lever arm, the greater the force magnification. Try 
pushing open a door at a point near the door knob, then 
try pushing it from near the hinge. 

● Third class levers magnify movement. You use a third 
class lever when you sweep with a broom. The broom's 
long handle give you greater reach for your effort. 

Fact

You have two levers working in your jaws! When you bite using 
your front teeth, such as munching a bite out an apple, your 
lower jaw acts as a third class lever. When you crunch on the 
apple with your molars, your lower jaw now acts as a second class 
lever. 
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Let's find out the easiest way to close a door
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Close the door
Levers 

Activity 1



What to do

Find a door and open it at right angles to the wall. Try to close it 
by pushing with just one finger. Push at different points on the 
door. Draw a picture of the door and mark on it points showing 
where it was easy and where it was hard to push. 

Let's use the spring balance to see if you are right. Measure out 
from the hinge of the door and use your spring balance close it 
by pushing at particular points.
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1) Make a table like the one below.

2) The further out from the hinge, the __________ it 
becomes to push the door shut.

3) Draw a picture of a door and label it to show the usual 
place for a door handle. 

4) Explain why you think that this is a good place to have the 
handle.
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The man is using a crowbar to move a rock.  He is using the crowbar as 
a lever. Let's find out about levers. 
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What to do

Take a strip of wood 40 cm long. Use it as a lever to lift a brick. Do it 
like this. 

The piece of dowel is acting as a fulcrum. Put the fulcrum in different 
positions. Use your push-puller to measure how hard you have to push 
to raise the brick. 
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1. Which example below do you think needs the greatest push to 
raise the brick? Draw it.

2. Write about what you discover about the position of the 
fulcrum.

3. Write down and draw two other examples where it is helpful to 
use a lever. Show the fulcrum each time. 
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Dennis is heavier than William, so the see-saw is not working well.
Let's find  out how the boys can make the see-saw work. 
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What to do

Place the 30 cm ruler on the dowel so that it balances. 

1. Where does the dowel have to be?  The dowel is acting as a 
fulcrum. Leave the dowel at the point of balance of the ruler. 
Put a 50g weight on one end of the ruler. Put a weight at the 
other end of the  ruler to lift the 50 gram weight and make it 
balance.

2. What weight did you have to put on?
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3. Imagine you have a 150 g in one end of the  ruler. What weight 
would you need  on the other end to make it balance? Now use 
the 40 cm strip of wood. 

Set up a see-saw with  the fulcrum in the  middle

Place a 100g weight on one end of the see-saw. Find out what weights 
you need to balance the see-saw at each of the points shown below
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4. Copy and complete the table below.

Look at the  picture on the front again. 

5. Where is the fulcrum?
6. If Dennis is twice as heavy as William where should he sit to 

balance the see-saw? 
7. Draw a picture to show where each of them should sit. 
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A pulley is a wheel and axle that has a groove around the outer edge 
of the wheel for a rope or belt to sit in. Pulleys allow you to lift load 
more easily. The load (W) is attached to one end of the  rope, and you 
pull (P) up or down on the other end. 
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How do pulleys make life easier? 

A single, fixed pulley changes the direction of your effort – you  pull 
down to move the load up, or pull towards you to move an object away 
from you. Examples of this types of pulley system are flag hoisting 

pole and volleyball or badminton court nets. 

While it is easier to pull down a rope to lift a load up, a single fixed 
pulley does not decrease the  amount of force you need to lift the 
load. It just changes the direction of your effort force, moving the 
load as far as you pull down. Imagine how would you tighten the 
volleyball court net or put the flag up the pole without the pulley? 
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(Using  two more pulleys connected together enables a load to be 
lifted with less effort.)

(A double pulley system enables you to move the load with half the 
force. The pulley at the top is fixed, while the bottom pulley can move 
up and down with the load.)

There are three distinct sections of rope – one is being pulled on, 
while the other two in between the pulley's are 'support strands'. 
These two strands support half the load each. This means the load can 
be lifted using half the effort that would be needed if the pulley 
machine were not used. (Another way of saying this is that the pulley 
system increases your force by a factor of two).  The  'trade off' for 
using less force, however,  is that the rope must be pulled through a 
greater distance. In the  two pulley system here, you would need to 
pull down two metres of rope to lift the load one meter. 
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Adding more pulleys to a system further decreases the effort 
required to lift the load, but increases the length of rope by the same 
factor. 

Also, adding more pulley wheels means more friction between the rope 
and the wheels, which makes the pulley system less efficient. 
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Let's see if we can find an easier way to lift the box. 
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Up and down
Pulleys - Activity



What to do

Put some marbles in a polythene bag. Take a pulley wheel and set up 
this experiment. 

1. When I pull down on the string. The bags goes ____________
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2. Copy and complete the table below. Measure how far you have 
to pull down for the bag to come up.

Try  to make the  two polythene bags 
balance on the pulley wheel. 

Start by putting weights into bag A and 
then put weights into bag B until they 
balance. 
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3. Copy and complete the table below.

Weight in bag 
A

Weight in bag B

5 marbles
7 marbles
8 marbles

4. What did you notice?
5. Write down when you think using a pulley wheel can be useful. 
6. Draw the picture on the front of this card but show how 

Walter could lift the box without having to bend. 
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OK, Lets see who wins now
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What to do

Place the skateboard or Toy truck/Car/Bus upside down on the  floor. 
Attach a force meter or a spring balance and measure the amount of 
force necessary to move it steadily across the floor. 

Now place the skate or cart on its wheels, or reattach the wheels. 

Measure the force required to move it steadily now. 
1. Which way was it easier to move? Do your measurements agree 

with  it.

The big stone roller used to level the tennis and basketball 
courts is meant to remove wrinkles from the ground just like an 
electric iron removes wrinkles from your shirt. Let's see what 
would happen if the stone roller was in a flat shape just like 
the iron. Push the tennis roller (may use the 12 kg spring 
balance) and then push a big flat stone (or bricks kept on a 
wooden block with a hook).

2. which one was harder to push for you? Does the spring balance 
agree?
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Discussion

Friction is a force that acts whenever two surfaces, such as the floor 
and the skateboard,  rub against or slide past each other. Friction 
always opposes motion and slows things down. Rolling an object instead 
of sliding it produces less friction because less rubbing is there.

What to do
Consider the manual potters wheel kept in pottery. Why do you think 
it has a big wheel attached to the plate on which clay is put in the 
centre? 

To help in dissolve the answer go to pottery and observe how its being 
used. Try to rotate  the  centre plate and then the big wheel. 

3. Which one is easier to rotate?
Try to remove a screw from a block of wood by using one hand 
to turn the metal shaft of the screwdriver, NOT the  Handle. 
Can you  do it? Now use the screwdriver as it is meant to be 
used -by turning the handle. 

4. Is this easier or harder than using the  shaft?
The part attached to the rotating component is called the axle. 
In case of the potters wheel the  centre plate is the axle and 
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in the screwdriver the meal shaft is the  axle. An axle reduces 
the amount of effort (force) to be put in although you have to 
move the wheel by a larger distance. 

Have you ever wondered?

The screwdriver is a wheel and axle machine, with the handle as the 
wheel and the shaft as the axle. Screwdrivers, door knobs and taps 
are force multipliers  - turning the wheel with a small force turns the 
axle with a larger force. The trade-off, however, is that the wheel 
must be turned through a much greater (circular) distance than the 
axle. Car wheels and fans are movement multipliers – the  wheel  or 
fan blades move further in one turn than the axle does (but turn with 
less force). 
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A wheel rotates around a central point, 
called an axis. When the axis is a smaller 
wheel or shaft attached to the centre of 
the wheel it is called an axle. 

Turning the larger wheel around through 
a large (circular) distance rotates the axle through a smaller distance, 
but with  greater 
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How do wheels make life easier? 

● Wheels also make tasks easier in another distinct way they 
reduce the amount of friction between  an object and a 
surface. Pushing a shopping trolley or cart without wheeled 
would require a lot more effort to overcome the resistance of 
friction. It is important 
to note that a free-
spinning wheel or simple log 
roller (such as those 
used by ancient 
civilizations to move large 
blocks or stone) is not a 
wheel and axle machine. 

● Wheel and axles can magnify a force because it takes less 
effort to turn the central 
axle by pushing along an 
attached wheel's edge. 
Larger steering wheels and 
dials are easier to turn 
smaller ones. 

● Wheels and axles can 
magnify a movement. If you 
put effort into turning the 
central axle, you gain lots 
of movement as the edge of the attached wheel moves through 
a greater distance. Which horses on a merry-go-round would 
give you the longest ride, the ones on the  inside of the track 
or the ones on the outside?
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Everyday uses of wheels

Wheels have many functions besides moving cars or bikes along. 
● Water wheels are used to 

generate electricity as the 
force  of the large wheel is 
magnified at the axle, allowing 
the water wheel to drive 
machinery. 

● Doorknobs are the good 
example of the wheel and axle 
acting as a force magnifier. If 
you remove the door knob and try to open the door just by 
turning the spindle, it is much harder. 

● Coffee and pepper grinders 
also have wheel and axle 
arrangements where turning 
the wheel magnifies the force 
on the axle. (Note that the 
'wheel' is not always a complete disc shape, but  may be simply 
a handle).

● When you write with a ball-point pen, the power of wheels 
allows your pen (and ink) to glide across the page. 
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● If we use the axle to turn the wheel, we get movement 
magnification. A ceiling fan, where the fan blades act as the 
wheel, is another good example. The speed of the blades is 
faster then the speed of the axle. 

Wheels have undergone many refinements since they were first 
invented. 

● Spoked wheels 
were invented so 
that wheels would 
be lighter.

● Rubber wheels 
were very useful 
inventions to 
smooth out a ride 
and absorb some 
of the shock as 
vehicles bounced along rough surfaces. 

● Bicycles are often classed by their tyres – road bikes have thin 
tyres to reduce friction and allow the rider to go faster. 
Mountain bikes have thicker tyres for better grip.
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